A challenge in training discriminative models like neural networks is obtaining enough labeled training data. Recent approaches have leveraged generative models to denoise weak supervision sources that a discriminative model can learn from. These generative models directly encode the users' background knowledge. Therefore, these models may be incompletely specified and fail to model latent classes in the data. We present Socratic learning to systematically correct such generative model misspecification by utilizing feedback from the discriminative model. We prove that under mild conditions, Socratic learning can recover features from the discriminator that informs the generative model about these latent classes. Experimentally, we show that without any hand-labeled data, the corrected generative model improves discriminative performance by up to 4.47 points and reduces error for an image classification task by 80% compared to a state-of-the-art weak supervision modeling technique.
Introduction
Complex discriminative models like deep neural networks have increasingly obviated the need for manual feature engineering, but require significant amounts of training data. For many real-world applications, obtaining this magnitude of labeled data is expensive and time consuming. A popular approach for creating these training sets is to provide weak or noisy supervision to label data based on distant supervision from a knowledge base [2, 15] , crowdsourcing [4] , heuristic patterns [1, 8] , user input [20] or hand-engineered constraints [21] . Recent approaches, such as Xiao et al. [26] for image data and data programming [16] for text, treat such weak supervision as implicitly defining a generative model, which provides probabilistic labels to a subsequent discriminative model for training. Data programming allows users to encode domain knowledge and other sources of weak supervision via labeling functions, which are jointly modeled as a generative labeling process. In this setting, the generative model uses the disagreements among the labels these sources provide to learn their expected accuracies and assign probabilistic labels to the training set. This weakly labeled data can then be used to train a noise-aware discriminative model.
The labeling functions that form the generative model are encoded by humans and may be incomplete. Unfortunately, this means that the generative model cannot be perfectly specified. The weak supervision sources could be drastically more accurate for various subsets of data that the users implicitly modeled when developing their labeling functions. Since the generative model learns an average accuracy for each source, it could fail to capture these latent classes where sources are more accurate than on average. This results in a misspecified generative model that does not account for subsets where some sources are significantly more accurate than over the rest of the data. To address generative model misspecification in this setting, we propose Socratic learning, a paradigm that systematically improves the generative model by extracting information about these latent classes from the discriminative model.
To describe Socratic learning concretely, we look at an example image classification problem described in Figure 1 . The task is to train a classifier that can differentiate between images of cars and planes. However, there is no labeled data, so the first step is to generate labels for the images using only the captions associated with each image. The user writes a set of labeling functions -fly,cruise,drive -that map the presence of the verb to labels of "Plane," "Plane," and "Car", respectively (Figure 1(a) 
Input: Images and Captions
Figure 1: This figure shows how Socratic learning improves the generative model for a toy example. The generative model receives the heuristics and captions as input. It passes the marginals for each object conditioned on the observed labeling functions to the noise-aware AlexNet model, which learns a representation over the images. The marginals and labels are then passed to the difference model, which selects features related to "sky" as being correlated to the disagreement between the labels. disagreements among the labeling functions to learn a single accuracy parameter for each of these heuristics. Next, these accuracies and the labels the heuristics assign are used to generate marginal probability estimates for each data point (Figure 1(b) ). Finally, these marginals are used as noisy labels for the images that are then input to a noise-aware AlexNet network [11] . This trained discriminative model learns a generalized representation over all images and predicts labels for them, as shown in Figure 1(c) .
In this example, only the discriminative model has access to the images, which suggests that the inputs for the two models do not need to be the same. However, we show in our experiments that the two models could also operate over the same data. We notice the more powerful discriminator learns a better representation of a car, therefore predicting the correct label for object id:003. As a result, the disagreement between the generative and discriminative labels signals what additional knowledge about the data could help improve the generative model (Figure 1(d) ). Socratic learning uses this disagreement to automatically recognize and pass the relevant information from the discriminative to the generative model. It packages this information using features from the discriminative model that are most correlated with the disagreement, which in this example, is a set of features that represents the presence of sky in the background. Given access to these specific features, the generative model now learns a much higher accuracy for the cruise heuristic for data points where these features are active. This improved generative model assigns more accurate marginals to the training data, which in turn allows the discriminative model to learn an even better representation over the data.
Socratic learning enables a cooperative dialog between the discriminative and generative model to pass features that represent latent classes in the data to the generative model. Adding too many features to the generative model is computationally expensive and can lead to overfitting; Socratic learning therefore utilizes a difference model to determine which features to pass to the generative model. The difference model operates over the disagreement between generative and discriminative labels and identifies the features that are most highly correlated with this disagreement. In cases where the discriminative model is a neural network, the features can either be extracted from the network or be a separate input to the difference model. We analyze in detail the case of an 1 -regularized linear difference model and prove that under a standard set of assumptions, its probability of selecting the correct features scales linearly with the number of unlabeled data points available.
We apply Socratic learning to a wide range of real-world datasets that utilize different discriminative mod-els such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [12] and long short-term memory networks (LSTMs) [9] . We measure the effectiveness of Socratic learning by not only measuring improvement in generative model performance, but also the final discriminative model that trains on the output of the generative model. We find that Socratic learning improves the performance of these complex discriminative models by up to 3.43 F1 points for text relation extraction tasks and reduces the error by up to 80% for image classification. Our motivation for Socratic learning also comes from observing domain experts working within the data programming paradigm to extract disease mentions and chemical-disease relations from scientific literature. To create a high quality generative model, users often have to manually debug their heuristics, which could be a tedious process. Moreover, we notice that heuristics for these tasks are complex rules that are sometimes pertinent only for specific types of scientific documents, for example. Adding Socratic learning to their pipeline incorporates these nuances and automatically corrects the generative model. Biomedical experts confirm that the features that Socratic learning identifies are indeed correlated to the accuracy of particular labeling functions they wrote. Even when Socratic learning does not fully correct the misspecified generative model, we find that it delivers valuable feedback to users who are then able to correct their labeling functions manually.
Summary of Contributions and Outline Our main contribution is the Socratic learning paradigm, which addresses the generative model misspecification issue by enabling knowledge transfer between generative and discriminative models in the context of weak supervision. We explore and describe Socratic learning in the context of the generative model from data programming [16] (Section 2). We first show how Socratic learning alters the generative model to account for the latent classes in the data that are related to generative model accuracy in Section 3. Under standard assumptions, we prove that the probability of the difference model successfully selecting features that improve the generative model scales with the size of unlabeled data. Finally, we report results of Socratic learning on various real-world datasets in Section 4.
Background: Data Programming
We describe Socratic learning in the context of data programming [16] . Data programming extends the weak supervision setting by modeling the process of creating a training set as a generative model that incorporates user-defined heuristics called labeling functions (Figure 1(a) ). The generative model learns the accuracies of these functions in order to "denoise" the labels and estimate probabilistic training labels. Socratic learning extends the generative model by automatically considering latent classes in the data where labeling functions might perform differently than on average.
Data programming focuses on binary classification problems where each object o ∈ O has an unknown true label Y (o) ∈ {−1, 1}; a vector of binary features X(o) ∈ {−1, 1} P ; and a set of M labeling functions Λ(o) ∈ {−1, 0, 1} M . We have access to the features and labeling functions for N objects -but not their true label. Our goal is to learn a distribution for Y (o) over all objects o.
Generative Model The generative model G uses a distribution in the following family to describe the relationship between the labeling functions Λ ∈ R M ×N and the true class Y ∈ R N :
where Z φ is a partition function to ensure π outputs a distribution. The parameter φ ∈ R M , which encodes the average accuracy of each of the M labeling functions, is estimated by maximizing the marginal likelihood of the observed labeling functions Λ. The generative model assigns predicted labels in the form of marginal likelihoods ( Figure 1 Discriminative Model The marginals of the training data are passed to the noise-aware discriminative model D along with features X ∈ R N ×P . It learns a classifier that can generalize over all objects, including those that did not receive a label from the generative model. Since the discriminative model has access to the marginals, it minimizes the noise-aware empirical risk of the following form for a logistic regression model:
Within this framework, any discriminative model can be made noise-aware by modifying its loss function in a similar manner.
Socratic Learning
We describe how Socratic learning incorporates a cooperative dialog between the generative and discriminative models to correct generative model misspecification. First, we describe how the generative model can be misspecified by users and present a more expressive model to address this issue. Next, we discuss the difference model and establish theoretical conditions under which it selects the optimal set of features to automatically pass to the updated generative model. Finally, we discuss how Socratic learning also provides interpretable feedback that can help users manually debug their heuristics as well.
Generative Model Misspecification
Generative models are difficult for users to design and are often misspecified. Often, user-developed heuristics are not uniformly accurate over the entire dataset due to latent classes in the data. Consider the example in Figure 2 -a particular labeling function might perform much better on a section of the data the user had in mind while writing it. This relates to the example in Figure 1 where the heuristic cruise has a much higher accuracy when the features representing sky are present. In such cases, the generative model from data programming will not capture the fine-grain accuracies for this labeling function, leading to a misspecified generative model. Socratic learning approaches this issue by updating the generative model from Equation (1). The updated model accounts for latent classes in the data where heuristics perform better or worse than average. Socratic learning utilizes features that are either generated by or are passed to the discriminative model representative of these latent classes and adds them to the generative model. We assume that the generative model has access to some K P features X S ∈ {−1, 1} N ×K ⊂ X. We describe how these K features are selected in the next section. Socratic learning jointly models the relationship between the labeling functions, the true class, and the important features X S via the following family:
where Z φ,W is a partition function to make the above a distribution, W i ∈ R M are weights associated with the features X Si ∈ R N , i = 1, . . . , K. The first term in the exponential is the same as the generative model in data programming. The second term serves to adjust the accuracies learned by the data programming generative model by encoding the latent class in feature X Si . This model has a larger number of parameters and thus captures a wider set of underlying distributions for the data than the model from Equation 1. Moreover, the additional data required to accurately learn W i is in the form of unlabeled data. Example of a labeling function that has an accuracy of 75% overall and different accuracies over two subsets in the data, correlated with feature X S1 . 
Algorithm 1 Socratic Learning
Input:
Algorithm
Socratic learning first uses the generative model described in Equation (1) to compute a set of noisy marginals for the training data. It then uses these marginals to train a noise-aware discriminative model. Socratic learning relies on the disagreement between the labels that the generative and discriminative models assign to select which features will help the generative model improve. The process to calculate the disagreement is described in the non-iterative section of Algorithm 1.
Socratic learning utilizes a difference model to select K features from the set of P features the discriminative model has access to. The difference model learns a representation for the disagreement between the generative and discriminative labels based on the P features. It selects the K features that are most correlated with this disagreement, and passes them to the generative model in Equation (3) . The updated generative model can then model the latent classes the K features represent and assign marginals that are more accurate than the original generative model. These marginals are used to re-train the discriminative model.
In practice, the set of K features is updated iteratively as described in Algorithm 1, since K is not known. The re-trained discriminative model is evaluated on a held-out development (dev) set at each step to track its performance. In case no ground truth labels are available, the agreement between the generative and discriminative labels can also be used to decide when to stop passing features to the generative model, as shown in Figure 3 . If the generative model is indeed corrected, the two models will agree more than if the generative model remains misspecified.
Difference Model
We now discuss the difference model used by Socratic learning. The difference model takes in the generative labels Y G , the discriminative labels Y D , and the features X, and recovers the features that are most useful for predicting the disagreement between the labels, which isỸ = −Y D Y G (using an element-wise product). Since the set of relevant features is typically sparse, the difference model utilizes 1 -regularized linear regression (LASSO) and solves the following problem:
The difference model then selects features corresponding to non-zero parameters that maximally correlate with the disagreement. These relevant features correspond to the set X S from Section 3.1. Our setting differs from conventional LASSO problems in several ways. In conventional LASSO problems, the data is assumed to be drawn from a noisy linear regression model. In contrast, in our setting, we only know that some features and the disagreement are correlated, but we do not have any information about the parameters associated with these features. In the conventional setting, all non-zero parameters should be recovered, but in our setting, we are not necessarily interested in recovering all features correlated with the disagreement. We may not need a particular feature for predicting the disagreement if there is another feature very similar to it, since they would both relate to the same latent class in the data. As a result, our setting requires us to determine which features are necessary to recover. We formally specify these parameters later in this section, and obtain guarantees on the success probability that scale similarly with the number of samples.
In the rest of this section, we give sufficient conditions under which the correct set of features is recovered with high probability. To specify our conditions, we will use the shorthand notations
where XS contains the features in X but not in X S . We now state two assumptions related to standard conditions used in the conventional setting. First, we make the standard incoherence assumption [17, 24] 
Next, we assume that
This resembles the dependence condition [17] and requires that the relevant features are not overly dependent on each other. Now, we give properties of X S and XS, which are necessary due to the fact that we only observe correlations, not the true parameters. First, notice that |Σ 
which means that all relevant features have at least some predictive power for estimating the disagreement. Next, for any irrelevant feature in XS, we must have that
for some c > 0, where Π S = X S X T S X S −1 X T S denotes the projection onto the space that can be predicted by the features X S . Notice that (Π S − I)Ỹ then represents the residual of the disagreement that cannot be represented by the relevant features. This property implies that none of the irrelevant features are strongly correlated with the residual after the relevant features are used.
Under the stated conditions, we provide a guarantee in Theorem 1 on the probability of the difference model identifying the correct set of relevant features X S .
Theorem 1 Suppose we satisfy conditions (5) and (6) and have relevant features X S satisfying property (7) and irrelevant features XS satisfying property (8) . Then, for any tolerated failure probability δ > 0, solving the LASSO problem (4) with an input dataset of size
c 2 log 4P δ will succeed in recovering X S and XS with probability at least 1 − δ.
We now provide a summary of the proof and provide the full proof in the appendix. First, we consider the case in which we have enough samples to accurately estimate the correlations-that is,
In this case, we show that by solving problem (4), the correct features will always be selected. We then consider the general case in which we only receive samples and have to estimate the correlations from the samples. We use concentration inequalities to show that with high probability, we will fall in the regime of the previous case, implying that the correct features will be selected.
In Figure 4 , we run a simulation to verify that the correct features are recovered with high probability. In this simulation, we have 100 features, of which 3 are relevant. The expected correlation of the relevant features is selected from 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8 in three experiments. In each experiment, the probability of success rapidly grows to 1 as the data size is increased. In the next section, we apply the difference model to real-world settings, where we observe that the difference model continues to select features that improve the generative model. 
Feedback for Manual Debugging
There are cases where single features are not enough to correct the misspecification in the generative model. For example, the discriminative model might not have a set of features that correspond to the exact latent class that the generative model needs to condition on to fix its misspecification. In such a case, Socratic learning can provide users high-level feedback about why the generative model is misspecified in addition to partially correcting it. This allows users to systematically debug the generative model in addition to Socratic learning improving it automatically.
One approach to identify a higher-level topic related to misspecification is to look at features similar to the ones Socratic learning identified. With text data and bag-of-words features for example, this can be done via latent semantic analysis (LSA) to provide a list of words associated with the word or phrase the Socratic learning identifies. Users can parse the list to connect the words they see to a topic relevant to the learning task at hand and manually refine their labeling functions by simply adding an 'if-then' clause that captures the latent class.
Experimental Results
We experimentally validate three claims about our approach. First, Socratic learning can automatically improve generative model accuracy by using feedback from the discriminative model. We verify that this also improves the performance of the downstream discriminative model, by up to 4.47 points. Second, Socratic learning can work over a variety of domains and discriminative models. Finally, we demonstrate that users can analyze higher-level topics related to features Socratic learning identifies and manually refine their labeling functions accordingly.
For each task, we report coverage (C) in terms of what percentage of data points the model labeled, number of labeling functions (LF), discriminative model performance in the fully supervised (FS) case, with majority vote (MV) across all labeling functions, data programming (DP) as the generative model, automated Socratic learning (SL) and automated Socratic learning with minor refinements by users (SL+U). Absolute improvement and error reduction are measured with respect to data programming, the best baseline.
When reporting generative model accuracy, we apply the labeling functions to the test set to ensure the performance of the generative and discriminative models are reported over the same data points. However, the test set is normally not available to users while they write and develop the labeling functions. Note that in some cases the generative model is more accurate than the discriminative models, but this is without accounting for the lower coverage generative models have. The advantage of discriminative models is that it can generalize over all data points, not only what is labeled by the heuristics that are part of the generative model.
Crowdsourcing and Image Classification
We apply Socratic learning to an image classification task (Image Class.) using images and captions from the MS-COCO dataset [13] and crowdsourced Twitter sentiment analysis task (Sentiment)
1 to classify tweets related to airplanes.
For Image Class., we defined our task to classify images as that of a "Human" versus "Object". We wrote 3 labeling functions that operated only over the captions. We apply transfer learning by using AlexNet pretrained on ImageNet, use the last layer as a feature extractor [27] and run noise-aware logistic regression on these extracted features. The difference model also operates over these extracted features. Socratic learning automatically boosts the performance of this pre-trained network by 2.23 accuracy points by passing two features back to the generative model, closing the gap between the data programming and fully supervised score by 40% (Table 1 ).
For the Sentiment task, we generate features using a bag-of-words representation and express labelers as labeling functions within the data programming paradigm. Here, Socratic learning provides an automatic increase in discriminative accuracy by 2.44 points (Table 1) . 
Text Relation Extraction
We explore text relation extraction tasks, Disease Tagging (DT) and Chemical-Disease Relation (CDR) [25] , that look for mentions of diseases and valid disease-chemical pairs in PubMed abstracts. These represent examples from a wide range of real-world information extraction applications being developed using weak supervision techniques like data programming, in domains ranging from paleobiology to business intelligence. We further look at two examples of discriminative models, noise-aware logistic regression that relies on hand-tuned features and LSTMs that do not require any feature generation. In cases where an LSTM is the discriminative model, the difference model uses the same features as the noise-aware logistic regression (Log Reg) model. For DT, we consider each entity an object and in CDR, each relation an object. We report the results in terms of F1 score, the harmonic mean of recall and precision (Table 3) .
The initial generative model consists of labeling functions domain experts wrote within the data programming framework. Note that the generative model has a higher accuracy than the discriminative models for the CDR task (Table 3) since the labeling functions directly apply distant supervision, which would normally not be available at test time. Socratic learning consistently provides automated improvement over the data programming baselines (Table 2) . Additionally, since no user input is required to obtain this improvement, it saves users development time that they would have spent manually refining their labeling functions to achieve similar improvements. Socratic learning provides an automatic 1.09 F1 point increase for DT, an improvement that earlier required domain experts to manually write additional labeling functions. 
Efficient Manual Debugging
We look at how Socratic learning can help users to refine their labeling functions. For some of the tasks described above, we provided users with an explanation of what the feature Socratic learning identified represents, who then refined their existing labeling functions based on this interpretable information as needed. Additionally, we note that since these manual improvements were guided by feedback from Socratic learning, they required 1-2 hours of effort to gain an improvement that would have taken significant effort without this feedback. For the Image Class. task, we first cluster the images according to the features that Socratic learning identifies and analyze the captions of these images. The top words in the captions are: "people", "person", "riding", and "holding". The first two phrases suggest the lack of a labeling function that captures groups of people in the images while the second two relate to action words that are usually associated with humans, which improves the accuracy of the labeling functions that label images as "Human". Adding labeling functions that explicitly looked for groups and these action verbs reduced the error of the discriminative model trained with marginals from the data programming generative model by 80%, as shown in Table 1. For the Sentiment task, running LSA on the identified features provides a list of closely related words with "disappointed", "unexpected", and "messaged you" among the top 20. We surmise the cause of misspecification in the generative model is a result of tweets related to customer complaints, which are easy to identify for labelers. These words are used to generate a labeling function for the crowdsourcing task that looks for complaint-related tweets and marks them as "Negative". This results in an additional 3.25 point improvement over data programming (Table 1) .
Related Work
We present Socratic learning in the context of data programming [16] , a paradigm that allows users to encode domain knowledge and other sources of weak supervision via labeling functions. We modify the described setting by identifying latent classes in the data that affect the accuracies of these heuristics and informing the generative model about them. We build on our prototype [23] by extending Socratic learning to other domains like image classification and crowdsourcing and presenting theoretical conditions under which the paradigm is successful.
Although this paper explores how Socratic learning affects the general approach of data programming, it is an approach that can be applied to techniques that implicitly rely on a generative process to model weak supervision. For example, Xiao et al. [26] proposes a generative approach to train CNNs with a few clean labels and numerous noisy labels. Specifically, they develop a probabilistic graphical model to describe the relationship between images, true labels, and noisy labels. Stewart and Ermon [21] have shown recently how to learn object detectors without any labels by incorporating hand-engineered constraint functions as part of the training objective. Reed et al. [18] avoids directly modeling the noise distribution via a bootstrapping approach, where they use a convex combination of noisy labels and the current model's predictions to generate the training targets. If Socratic learning has access to the generative and discriminative labels from the above approaches, it can help identify latent classes in the data that should be modeled differently by the generative model. Crowdsourcing [6, 10] is another popular example of a technique that is used for labeling data. Ruvolo et al. [19] introduces the idea of these experts having specializations that make their labels more accurate for a certain subset of the data. As demonstrated with the Sentiment experiment, Socratic learning can capture this concept of specializations as well.
In order to recognize latent classes in the data, Socratic learning initiates a cooperative dialog between the generative and discriminative models. The Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [7] utilizes a similar approach where the discriminative model is not the one being trained, but one that differentiates between generated and real training data. Socratic learning, on the other hand, utilizes the final discriminative model for the specific task to improve the training labels, while GANs aim to match existing training examples as closely as possible.
Finally, Socratic learning draws from the growing interest in improving the interpretability of machine learning models. Recent work focuses on making aspects of machine learning more interactive by including the user in the automated labeling [5] and feature selection [28] processes. Marco Túlio Ribeiro [14] proposes using a locally weighted linear classifier to explain the decision boundaries of complicated models. In our case, the interpretability comes directly from the features of the data, which are easily deciphered in most cases. Users have a better intuition of how to refine their labeling functions by analyzing high level topics related to features Socratic learning identifies. This relies on ideas similar to rule extraction [22, 3] , where a complex model is simplified in terms of if-then statements. Instead, we simplify the connections between the generative model misspecification and features by adding implicit if-then clauses to the generative model, which conditionally models the labeling functions' accuracies.
Conclusion
We introduced Socratic learning, a novel framework that initiates a cooperative dialog between the generative and discriminative models. We demonstrated how the generative model can be improved using feedback from the discriminative model in the form of features. We reported how Socratic learning works with text relation extraction, crowdsourcing for sentiment analysis and multi-modal image classification, where it achieves improvements of up to 3.43 F1 points and reduces the error by up to 80% after starting with an unlabeled training set. 
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